In the MARE-WINT project, two early stage researchers, researched and developed CFD methods for complete offshore wind turbine configurations. This brief chapter provides an overview of the work conducted by these two fellows.
and motion methods to accommodate the dynamic change of the blade shape during its motion.
One of the researchers went even further by considering flaps on the blades as described in other paragraphs of this book. Furthermore, the CFD methods were coupled with a hydrodynamic method to allow for the simultaneous solution of the liquid domain near the water-surface of off-shore cases. Additional modelling elements worth of mention here, include the use of a multi-body dynamics tool to allow for the effect of mooring lines and the overall rigid motion of the complex WT system to be accounted for effectively. The use of multi-body simulation is common in the context of simpler engineering methods than CFD, where the bladeelement momentum theory is used to estimate the blade loads but it has so far been unexplored for grid-based Navier-Stokes methods.
To close the introduction to this part it should be mentioned that more elaborate models of complete wind turbines would include a time-varying inflow as well as a model of the drive-train and the control system of the WT. These are extensions that should be attempted by the fellows of MARE-WINT in the future as their work progresses and their skills are advancing. Needless to mention here that the CFD analyses of the complete wind turbines are to benefit from parallel computing and especially the use of new processor technologies like Graphical Processing Units as well as many-core machines like the Intel phil.
Extrapolating from this work, one expects to see in the future, work on extreme and fatigue loads with CFD replacing some of the BEM methods that are now used due to the large number of cases necessary to be computed for the overall loads envelope of a WT. Additional applications will include active rotors with flaps and flow control systems, as well as, direct simulation of wind turbine noise. Farm analysis is also expected to move away from the free-wake and actuator disk LESlike simulations, to properly resolved blades with high order schemes able to capture and maintain wakes for the necessary length of time and space.
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